2012 KEURING REPORTS

Pennock Point Sport Horses – Reddick, FL

.
These remarks are for a snapshot
in the lifetime of these horses. We
encourage owners and breeders
to attend keurings whenever
possible for further evaluation of
their horses, their breeding goals
and breeding directions.
Photos

Hosts: Sandi Lieb
Jury: Bart Henstra - Netherlands, Lana Sneddon - Indiana.
For the keuring at Pennock Point Sport Horses, host Sandi Lieb had everything
organized when we arrived. However, the threatening and darkening skies, which
continued to grow, had all attending very concerned. Luckily, all classes could be
held in the covered arena. Later on in the day the temperature dropped and the
threat of thunder and lightning diminished.
Dressage Mares
The day started with the Dressage IBOP and DG Bar Cup. The 4-year old mare
Delightful Dame (Sir Sinclair out of Promised keur by Wanroij, owned and bred by
Sandi Lieb) earned 75 points in both her IBOP and DG Bar Cup. The elegant Sir
Sinclair daughter showed good technique in all three gaits with sufficient uphill
tendency. Delightful Dame was also re-inspected for star, and with her passing IBOP,
she earned her Keur predicate.
The 3-year old mare Eaglea (Contester x Lanner by Rubinstein), also owned and bred
by Sandi Lieb, competed in the DG Bar Cup for which she earned 75.5 points. Later in
the day, she earned her ster predicate with her good posture and technique in trot
and her big stride in canter. The latter gait could have been more balanced.
Jumping Mares
The 3-year old Elcorda (Indoctro out of Lacorda keur by Concorde pref, bred by A.W.
Weis and owned by Lisa Jerkins and Marcel vander Burgh) received her star
predicate. She has elegant conformation with a good topline, she is fine-boned and
showed a quick take off. Her jumping technique improved when she relaxed. Her
eagerness for jumping was not easy to control under saddle therefore the scores
there did not enable her to pass the IBOP. However, she was the Best Adult Jumper
Horse at this keuring.

Young Horses
The correctly built hunter foal, High Illuczion (Cquito V x Sakura Hill Czola by Alla
Czar) owned by Blair Anderson of Logistical Enigma and bred by Sakura Hill Farm,
received a 1st premium.
The long lined jumper filly Harmonica S. (Carolus II out of Kaiserin by Kaiser de la
Cour) owned and bred by Sakura Hill Farm, also received a first premium and has
good jumper conformation, but could show more power in her movement.
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Best young dressage foal was the long-lined, well-proportioned filly Hear me Sing
(Voice out of Tamarinde keur sport/dr by Jazz pref, owned and bred by Judy Yancey
of Yancey Farms). This leggy filly was very supple in her movement, with good reach
in the front leg and good posture. She also had much feminine expression. (Note:
Dam Tamarinde also happens to be the full sister of Approved KWPN stallion,
Wynton.)
Next stop, Pennsylvania.

List of first premiums and under saddle classes:
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Foals - Hunter
# 95 High Illuczion S (Cquito x Alla Czar)
Foals - Jumper
# 92 Harmonica S (Carolus II x Kaiser De La Cour)
# 93 Hatari (Consul x Ferro)
Dressage
#
#
#
#

90
89
88
91

Hear Me Sing (Voice x Jazz)
Hazzatango (Jazz x Contango)
Harmonia (Idocus x Rousseau)
Highfalutin LPR (Wyton x JetSet D)

Stb and Ster Inspection - Jumping
# 102 Elcorda (Indoctro x Concorde)
# 106 Osmanta A (Peter Pan x Godehard)
Stb and Ster Inspection - Dressage
# 98 Eaglea (Contester x Rubinstein)
# 105 Touche (Wanroij x Orpheus)
IBOP - Dressage
# 251 Delightful Dame (Sir Sinclair x Wanroij) 75
Reports from the Road generally
feature first premium horses.
More complete results will be
published at a later date.

3-Year Old DG Bar Cup
# 98 Eaglea (Contester x Rubinstein) 75.5
4-Year Old DG Bar Cup
# 251 Delightful Dame (Sir Sinclair x Wanroij) 75

